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Abstract: The plasma in situ detector is a multi-sensor package designed to in situ measure the bulk
parameters of the local ionospheric plasma. The plasma in situ detector is comprised of three sensors:
Langmuir probe (LP), retarding potential analyzer (RPA) and ion drift meter (IDM). LP measures
electron density and temperature. RPA measures ion density, temperature and ion horizontal velocity.
IDM measures the transverse horizontal component of the ram velocity. The plasma in situ detector
has been installed outside the wentian module cabin, and the boom has been successfully deployed
which extends the spherical sensor of LP beyond the sheath of the cabin. RPA and IDM were
installed at the front of the experiment package, with the horizontal axis direction along the forward
flight direction of the space station. This paper discusses the general performance characteristics of
the in situ detector, the functional performance of each sensor, and initial results of some classical
ionospheric features being observed.

Keywords: China’s space station; ionospheric plasma; in situ detector

1. Introduction

The ionosphere is an important component of the near-Earth space environment. The
orbit of the Chinese space station is 340–450 km located in the ionospheric F-layer region.
The inclination angle of the orbit is 42–43◦, covering the middle and low latitudes where
the ionospheric physical phenomena occur significantly. The special phenomena include
equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA), equatorial plasma fountain (EPF) and ionospheric
irregularities [1,2].

EIA is a phenomenon in which the uplifted equatorial ionospheric plasma diffuses
towards higher latitudes along the geomagnetic field lines during the day, resulting in a
bimodal structure on both sides of the geomagnetic equator [3,4]. The process of plasma
electrodynamic drift and diffusion is called the equatorial fountain effect [5,6]. EPF is related
to local time, as upward drift increases with local time in the morning and generally peaks
before noon, then decreases with local time in the afternoon. This local temporal evolution
of equatorial upward plasma drift affects the plasma density profile of the low-latitude
ionosphere [7,8].

The ionosphere has a continuous density distribution during daytime. However, after
sunset, plasma irregularities of various sizes will occur. Plasma irregularities generally
occur at the bottom of the F layer (approximately 350–400 km) in low latitude regions,
gradually spread and reach the topside ionosphere altitudes [9,10], even 3500 km alti-
tude [11], while forming equatorial plasma bubbles [12]. The scale of plasma bubbles
ranges from centimeters to hundreds of kilometers. Radio waves propagating through
plasma bubbles undergo sporadic enhancement and fading known as scintillations [13].
When sufficiently intense, scintillations disturb the amplitude and phase of propagating
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radio signals, and affect communication and navigation systems [14,15]. The occurrence
of plasma bubbles is related to solar activity, geomagnetic activity, seasonal variation, and
diurnal changes [16,17].

The special physical phenomena of the ionosphere are currently unpredictable, so
comprehensive detection data is necessary for deeper research. The scientific objectives
of plasma in situ detector onboard China’s space station wentian module is to carry out
comprehensive detection of ionospheric plasma, and to study the characteristic and physical
phenomenon in the middle and low latitude through long-term observation. Table 1 shows
the performance of plasma in situ detector.

Table 1. The performance of plasma in situ detector.

Item Value

Electron density 1 × 103 cm−3~1 × 107 cm−3

Precision of electron density ≤10%
Electron temperature 500~10,000 K

Precision of electron density ≤10%
Ion composition H+, He+, O+

Ion density 1 × 103 cm−3~1 × 107 cm−3

Precision of ion density ≤10%
Ion temperature 500~10,000 K

Precision of ion density ≤10%
Ion drift velocity −3 km/s~+3 km/s

Precision of Ion drift vertical velocity ≤20 m/s
Precision of Ion drift horizontal velocity ≤50 m/s

2. Instrument Description

The plasma in situ detector is a part of the plasma experiments package, as shown in
Figure 1. The plasma in situ detector includes Langmuir probe (LP), retarding potential
analyzer (RPA) and ion drift meter (IDM). In Figure 1, the reference potential meter is
available to provide measurements of charging potential of the wentian module. The
ion imager is available to image the ion energy and ion velocity direction. The following
sections will describe the plasma in situ detector, but the reference potential meter and ion
imager will not be introduced.
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2.1. Langmuir Probe

The principle of LP is to immerse a probe in plasma, vary the bias voltage and measure
the collected current that varies with the applied voltage. When the bias voltage is negative,
the probe collects an ion current and repels electrons from the ambient plasma. Conversely,
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for a positive voltage, it collects an electron current and repels ions. The current-voltage
(I–V) characteristic of the probe is acquired. The analysis of the I–V characteristic provides
the plasma parameters including the electron density and electron temperature [18,19]. The
sensor of the LP is shown in Figure 2. The probe is a spherical sensor with a diameter of
50 mm, which is divided into the upper and lower hemispheres. The upper hemisphere
is the collector, and the lower hemisphere is the protector: both are loaded with the same
sweep voltage. The lower hemisphere is designed to eliminate the terminal effect of
the traditional spherical structure, so that the upper hemisphere has an ideal spherical
model [20].

Figure 2. Sensor of the Langmuir probe.

The spherical sensor is built with titanium, and coated with titanium nitride (TiN).
TiN is considered as an excellent coating that provides a good uniformity of the probe’s
material work function over the entire surface of the spherical sensor [21,22].

The LP is typically biased within the range ±5 V with respect to the wentian module
body. The sweep which lasts 1 s is divided into 250 bias voltage steps, the collected current
is measured at each step. Each step size is 40 mV, which can be adjusted by command.

2.2. Retarding Potential Analyzer

RPA is a common measurement technique in space plasmas [23]. The RPA is designed
as a cylindrical shape with a round opening and multilayer inside grids, as shown in
Figure 3. These grids are built in brass, coated with gold, and divided into mesh arrays
whose size is 1 mm × 1 mm. In the initial state, grid G1, G2 and G5 all are loaded with
the ground potential to resist external interference. The grid G6 is loaded with a negative
potential to prevent the interference of plasma electrons and secondary electrons. The
G3 and G4 grids are the “retarding grids” which are loaded the same sweep voltage.
The collected current varies with the sweep voltage. The I–V characteristic of the RPA is
acquired. The ion density, ion temperature, ion component and ion drift horizontal velocity
(parallel to orbit direction) of the plasma can be obtained by analyzing the I–V characteristic
curve [24].

Figure 3. Structural diagram of RPA sensor.

The retarding sweep which lasts 1 s, 125 bias voltage steps are applied to the retarding
grids and the current of the collector is measured at each step. Each step size is 156.8 mV,
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which also can be adjusted by command. At present, the sweep voltage range is from 0 V
to +19.6 V with respect to the wentian module body.

2.3. Ion Drift Meter

The IDM is designed to measure the drift velocity of ions, with a cylindrical shape
and multilayer grids inside [25,26]. These grids are also built in brass, coated with gold,
and divided into mesh arrays which size is 1 mm × 1 mm. The sensor window of the IDM
is square, as shown in Figure 4. In the initial state, G1, G3 and G4 all are the grids with
ground potential. The grid G2 is designed with +2 V to block H+ into the sensor. Because of
light mass, high thermal velocity and divergent motion inside the sensor, the H+ will affect
detection. The grid G5 is designed with a negative potential to prevent the interference
from plasma electrons and secondary electrons. The collector is divided into four equal
parts which are all connected to ground, as shown in Figure 5, where the Y axis and Z axis
are identical to the Y axis and Z axis of the wentian module and the X axis is identical to
the forward flight direction of the space station.

Figure 4. Structural diagram of the IDM sensor.

Figure 5. Collector of the IDM sensor.

The current of each collector is collected separately. During the data processing, these
four collectors can be associated in pairs, featuring two different configurations. In the
first one, the collectors are associated in such a way that IAC = IA + IC and IBD = IB + ID,
IAC/IBD corresponds to the ion incident angle ϕY of the velocity with respect to the vertical
(Y, Z) plane, which is the transverse horizontal component of the ram velocity along the
spacecraft Y axis. In the second configuration, the collectors are associated in such a way
that IAB = IA + IB and ICD = IC + ID, IAB/ICD is corresponds to the ion incident angle ϕZ
of the velocity with respect to the vertical (Z, X) plane, which is the transverse vertical
component of the ram velocity along the spacecraft Z axis [23].

3. Installation Design

The plasma experiments package is installed on the outside platform of the wentian
module, with the horizontal axis direction parallel to the forward flight direction of the
space station, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 is the in orbit configuration diagram of the
Chinese space station, including the core module, wentian module, mengtian module, as
well as two manned spacecraft and a cargo spacecraft.
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Figure 6. Installation position on the configuration of the Chinese space station.

RPA and IDM are installed at the front of the experiments package, with the horizontal
axis direction also parallel to the forward flight direction of the space station. The front
panel of the experimental device is an equipotential plate, providing a uniformly distributed
electric field.

In order to reduce the influence of the cabin body on plasma detection, the sensor of LP
needs to extend beyond the sheath of the cabin. The length of the extension boom is greater
than 500 mm, which is sufficient to avoid the influence of the space station sheath [27]. The
probe sensor is mounted on the top of the deployable boom, which is in the stowed position
during the launch phase. After the launch, the boom has been successfully deployed, and
locked in the vertical position, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Overview of the installation on wentian module.

4. Preliminary Science Results
4.1. Data Processing

To illustrate the LP data processing, an analysis of an I–V curve for probe is featured.
Figure 8 shows the result. Part (a) of the figure shows the linear I–V curve. Second
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derivation is performed on the raw data, the preliminary results of plasma potential
(Vp−initial in the figure) and floating potential (Vf in the figure) were obtained. Part (b)
of the figure shows the semilog I–V curve. The electron density (Ne), temperature (Te),
floating potential (Vf) and plasma potential (Vp) were obtained by fitting the semilog I–V
curve. In each figure, the bias voltage is swept from −5 V to +5 V, divided into 250 equal
voltage steps, with each sweep voltage corresponding to a collected current value.

Figure 8. LP analysis for 12 March 2023, 21:12:46, (a) the I–V curve in a linear coordinate system;
(b) the I–V curve in a Logarithmic coordinate system.

Figure 9 shows the data processing of RPA. The bias voltage is swept 0 V to +19.6 V,
divided into 125 equal voltage steps, with each sweep voltage corresponding to a collected
current value. The H+ density (NH+ ), He+ density (NHe+ ), O+ density (NO+ ), and ion
temperature (Ti) were obtained by fitting the measured I–V characteristic curve. The ion
drift horizontal velocity (Vdx) was also obtained, which is the result after removing the
orbital speed. The orbital speed is 7680 m/s, which is calculated from the space station
orbit parameters.

Figure 9. RPA analysis for 12 March 2023, 19:21:07.

The data processing of drift velocity is to calculate the ratio of IAC/IBD and IAB/ICD to
obtain the projection angle of the ram velocity ϕY and ϕZ. Then, the ram velocity is set as
the space station flight velocity, which can be obtained from real-time orbit parameters of
the space station. Vdy and Vdz are obtained by calculating the ram velocity and projection
angle. Figure 10 shows the ratio of IAC/IBD and IAB/ICD. The value of Vdy is −95.88 m/s
and the value of Vdz is 65.99 m/s by calculating the data presented in Figure 10. The
value of Vdx is 13.23 m/s, which be calculated from RPA data at the same time. The error
of the measurement data is less than 10%, for which the calibration test has been done
before launch.
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Figure 10. IDM analysis for 12 March 2023, 19:15:17.

4.2. Preliminary Results

Figure 11 gives an example of combining level results. Panel (a) represents the plasma
potential (Vp), panel (b) and panel (c) respectively represents the electron density (Ne) and
electron temperature (Te). Panel (d) represents the ion density including H+ density (NH+ ),
He+ density (NHe+ ), O+ density (NO+ ). Panel (e) represents ion temperature (Ti), and panel
(f) represents the three components of ion drift velocity which are VdX,VdY and VdZ in the
coordinate system of the instrument installation position. The derived electron density and
ion density are comparable as expected, within the measurement accuracy. The color area
shows a bimodal structure on both sides of the geomagnetic equator.

Figure 11. All parameters recorded by the plasma in situ detector on 12 April 2023, (a) the result of
Vp; from LP; (b) the result of Ne from LP; (c) the result of Te from LP; (d) the result of Ni from RPA,
including NH+ , NHe+ and NO+ ; (e) the result of Ti from RPA; (f) the result of Vd from RPA, including
VdX,VdY and VdZ.

The data detected from March to April 2023 were statistically processed to obtain the
global view of the plasma environment variation along the Chinese space station’s orbit.
The processing method is to accumulate data of the same latitude and longitude, then
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average it. Figures 12 and 13 represent the global distribution of electron density and O+ ion
density, respectively. The time range of the data in two figures is from 1 March to 29 April
2023, and does not include the two intensive magnetic storms on March 2023 and April
2023. The two figures observe obvious EIA structures which illustrate the measurement
capabilities of plasma in situ detector.

Figure 12. The global view of Ne along the Chinese space station’s orbit (data from 1 March to
29 April 2023, not including two intensive magnetic storms in March 2023 and April 2023).

Figure 13. The global view of NO+ along the Chinese space station’s orbit (data from 1 March to
29 April 2023, not including two intensive magnetic storms in March 2023 and April 2023.).

Using the same statistical averaging method, the data from 21–29 March 2023 were
analyzed. As shown in Figure 14, during the magnetic storm, electron density and O+ ion
density both increased significantly.

Figure 14. Analysis for magnetic storm on 21–29 March 2023, (a) The view of Ne; (b) The view of NO+ .
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5. Conclusions

The plasma in situ instrument has been described in detail and has operated normally
since launch. The main plasma parameters can be reliably obtained from the LP, RPA and
IDM with a time resolution of 1 s. The preliminary results of ionospheric phenomena
observed in orbit have been shown to illustrate the instrument’s capability. The plasma in
situ instrument will operate in the space station for ten years, and the amassed data will
be acquired over the lifetime of the mission that will allow for addressing the scientific
objectives through statistical studies.

The results of space station cabin charging potential and the ion imager are also being
processed. Work is in progress to derive the complete data which will be published on the
website of the Space Science and Application Data Service Platform for China Manned
Space Engineering.
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